
 

Performance Leap
Most people operate with a mindset that assumes success comes one step at a time. They go about their daily lives trying
to make incremental gains in their performance to increase business, walking the pathway of conventional growth and
pedestrian performance results.

here is a better way. Makes You Think's one day Performance Leap Business Seminar will help you prepare yourself for
your quantum performance shift. Everything that's needed for this movement comes from inside of you - the opportunity,
the timing, the power to perform. These are in you, not in the situation!

Our Performance Leap Business Seminar will take you from "YOU" to "YOU-squared!" (You2) faster than you can imagine!

Instead of the traditional and incremental "how to increase business" ideas, we show you how to take that Quantum Leap,
accomplishing far more in less time with only a fraction of the effort you've been giving. Quantum leaps, which are
discussed in detail during your Performance Leap Business Seminar are not achieved through doing more of the same.
Quite the contrary, you've got to shift gears and follow new patterns of thought and action.

Unless you learn the art of "Quantum Leaping" your business, you will eventually reach the point where you just can't try
any harder. Mentally and physically, you are stretched to your outer limit and trying harder to increase business is just
producing less and less reward. More effort simply isn't the answer anymore. What is required is a new way of thinking, an
abrupt change in behaviour and getting ruthless about doing things differently.

Those who are prepared to vastly increase business set themselves up to experience the You2 Phenomenon, which is an
explosive performance jump that puts you far beyond what you believed was your next logical step. Such people search out
and vigorously employ new behaviours. They begin to think beyond what common sense would allow. They suspend
disbelief and begin a process to abandon their rational thinking, which is rooted in their personal mental junk.

Everything you need to vault your business forward is in position right now, waiting for you. You just have to be bold, make
the decision and attend the Performance Leap Business Seminar. You'll be amazed at how fast you grow wings.

Date: 25 January 2013
Time: 08:30 - 17:00
Venue: Johannesburg
Cost: R 1135.00pm
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